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Abstract: This paper analyzes the problem of intrusion detection in a Uniform, Gaussian and cohesive 

distributed WSN by characterizing the detection probability with respect to the application requirements and the 

network parameters under both single sensing detection and multiple sensing detection model. Effects of 

different network parameters and sensing range on the likelihood of intruder detection are examined. 

Furthermore, performance of the network cohesive distributed WSNs is compared with uniformly and Gaussian 

distributed WSNs. This work gives guidelines for likelihood of intruder detection in a wireless sensor network 

for selecting an appropriate deployment strategy and determining network parameters. 
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I. Introduction 
A wireless sensor network consists of a number of small autonomous sensing devices, each of which is 

called a sensor node with a power unit, a sensing unit, a processing unit, a storage unit and a wireless 

transmitter/receiver. The sensor nodes can be deployed in controlled environment such as factories, homes, or 

hospitals. They can also be deployed in uncontrolled environment such as a disaster or hostile area, and 

dangerous environment such as battlefields, toxic regions etc. Applications of WSNs are numerous and growing, 

and range from indoor deployment scenarios in the home and office to outdoor deployment scenarios in natural, 

military and embedded settings.  

Wireless sensor network are vulnerable to security attacks due to the broadcast nature of transmission 

and the limited computation and communication capabilities of the sensor node. Moreover the majority of the 

WSN applications should be run continuously and reliably without interruptions. Hence, survivability implies 

that networks should have the capability to operate under node failures and attacks. On the other hand, security 

encompasses the aspects of confidentiality, authentication, and integrity of the application information. security 

and survivability in WSNs face many common challenges, ranging from the wireless nature of 

Communications, resource limitations on sensor nodes, very large and dense networks, and unknown network 

topology prior to deployment, to high risk of physical attacks to unattended. 

A sensor deployment approach is responsible for intrusion detection capability of a WSN. Random 

sensor deployment is usually approved due to its fast deployment, easy scalability, fault tolerant, and can be 

used in a hostile and human-inaccessible region. Depending on specific deployment approach, a randomly 

deployed WSN can have uniform node density or differentiated node density in the Field of Interest. If all of the 

sensors are deployed randomly and uniformly, the resulting network imitates to a uniform distribution. If all 

sensors are to protect an important entity, the resulting sensor network imitates to a Gaussian distribution. And if 

some the sensors are deployed uniformly and some belong to protect specific entity, which results cohesive 

distribution of uniform and Gaussian.  

 

II. Literature Survey: 
 Kung and Vlah [3] implemented hierarchical tree structure to effectively track the movement of an 

intruder to support fast querying of intruder information. The hierarchical tree consists of connected sensors and 

is built upon expected properties of intruder mobility patterns such as its movement frequency over a region.  

 Lin et al. [4] implemented the logical object tracking tree structure for tracking an intruder, to minimize 

the total communication cost. It reduces the communication cost for data updating and querying by taking into 

account the physical network topology.  

 Chao et al. [5] have addressed the issue of tracking a moving intruder by power-conserving operations 

and sensor collaboration to minimize the power consumption. Author proposed the set of novel metrics for 

detecting a moving intruder and developed two efficient sleep-awake schemes called PECAS and MESH. 
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 Ren et al. [6] studied the trade-off between the network detection quality (i.e., how fast the intruder can 

be detected) and the network lifetime and proposed three wave sensing scheduling protocols to achieve the 

bounded worst case detection probability.  

 Liu et al. [7] have modeled the intrusion detection problem in a mobile WSN, where each sensor is 

capable of moving. For fast detection of quality due to the mobility of sensors.  

 Guerriro et al. [8] used Bayesian framework to exploit prior knowledge such as the target’s location for 

data fusion in WSN. They derive the closed form for the Bayesian detector and show the performance 

improvement over the Scan statistic without using extra sensor observations.  

 Zhu et al. [9] propose a binary decision fusion rule that reaches a global decision on the target detection 

by integrating local decisions made by multiple sensors. They derive the fusion threshold using Chebyshev’s 

inequality without assuming a priori probability of target presence that ensure a higher hit. 

In this paper, we address the intrusion detection problem from the other angle. Most of the above 

efforts consider intrusion detection and its efficiency in terms of the single-sensing model in a homogeneous 

WSN. Instead of the network architecture and detecting protocol design so we implemented likelihood of 

intruder detection using heterogeneous network as fusion of uniform and Gaussian and compared result with 

uniform and Gaussian distribution network. 

 

III. System Model And Architecture 

 

 
Fig.1:  System Block Diagram 

 The Implemented system helps to guide the selection of an appropriate random sensor deployment 

strategy, the design of a WSN and determining critical parameters for intrusion detection such as Detection 

likelihood and intruder distance. In the Uniform distribution, all sensors are deployed uniformly and randomly.  

Gaussian distribution, some sensors are concentrated at the target area and remaining get rare towards the 

boundary of the network. We implemented the combined likelihood model of uniform and Gaussian distribution 

in WSN for intruder detection. The theoretical analysis [1] of implemented system is as follows. 

 Suppose (> 0) is the maximal allowable intrusion distance for intrusion detection in a given 

application, and the intruder starts at a distance R to its target (0, 0). Let P1 [D<] be the probability that the 

intruder can be detected within  in the considered network model. P1 [D<] 

 

 
Eq.1 
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IV. Sensing And Detection Model 

 
Fig.2 Intrusion detection in a wireless sensor network 

 We assumed the same sensing range for all sensors there are two ways to detect an intruder: single-

sensing detection and multiple-sensing detection. In single-sensing detection, the intruder can be detected by a 

single sensor when entering its sensing range. And in the m-sensing detection model, an intruder has to be 

sensed by at least m sensors where m depends on a specific application.  We assume that the intruder can enter 

the WSN from an arbitrary point. In a single-sensing detection, at one sensor should be located in the region for 

detecting the intruder. Similarly, in multiple-sensing detection, at least m sensors should be inherent in the 

region for distinguishing the intruder. In the case of > 0, the intruder is allowed to travel some distance within 

the WSN. Likelihood of intruder detection is formulated [1] as 

 

 
Eq.2 

V. Clustering Network Using K-Means Algorithms 
 K-means [10] is the Clustering algorithm which partitions the data set into k clusters using the cluster 

mean value so that the resulting clusters intra cluster similarity is high and inters cluster similarity is low. A 

critical task in Wireless Sensor Networks for energy efficiency and network stability. This clustering has 

following properties as the clusters are non-hierarchical and they do not overlap. Every member of a cluster is 

closer to its cluster than any other cluster because closeness does not always involve the center of clusters. With 

a large number of variables, K-Means is computationally faster than hierarchical clustering. K-Means may 

produce tighter clusters than hierarchical clustering, especially if the clusters are globular. Hence we used 

existing kmeans algorithm for clustering and energy conservation  

 

VI. Experimental Results 
The performance of system is evaluated by likelihood of Detection which is defined as the probability 

that an intruder is detected within the maximal allowable intrusion distance that is specified by a WSN 

application. The impact of sensing range on the intrusion detection probability in single sensing and multi-

sensing detections in Uniform, Gaussian and cohesive is analyzed. The table 1 shows the results of likelihood of 

intruder detection by varying sensing range. 

 We considered the network parameter as the number of deployed sensors N is 100, the standard 

deviation is 25, and the maximal allowable intrusion distance is 30. Table 1 shows results of likelihood of 

intruder detection by varying sensing range by single sensing range. 
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SENSING 

RANGE UNIFORM GAUSSIAN COHESIVE 

10 0.74 0.814286 0.88 

15 0.75 0.8375 0.92 

20 0.88 0.91 0.95 

25 0.911111 0.94 0.96 

30 0.93 0.97 1 

35 0.98 0.988889 1 

40 0.988889 1 1 

45 1 1 1 

50 1 1 1 

Table 1: Likelihood of detection by varying sensing range by single sensing 

 

 
 

Fig3: Likelihood of intruder detection comparison of uniform, Gaussian and cohesive distribution 

 

 From table1 and figure 3 shows the results of likelihood of intruder detection by varying sensing range 

by single sensing technique. We observed that likelihood of intruder detection is increases as a larger sensing 

range as compared to uniform and Gaussian distribution. 

 
SENSING 

RANGE UNIFORM GAUSSIAN COHESIVE 

10 0.42 0.43 0.5 

15 0.49 0.577778 0.7444 

20 0.5 0.666667 0.788889 

25 0.6 0.8125 0.8375 

30 0.75 0.833333 0.875 

35 0.766667 0.911111 0.922222 

40 0.922222 0.97 0.98 

45 0.99 1 1 

50 1 1 1 

Table 2: Likelihood of detection by varying sensing range by multiple sensing 
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Fig.4: Likelihood of intruder detection comparison of uniform, Gaussian and cohesive distribution by multiple 

sensing 

 

From table2 and figure 4 shows the results of likelihood of intruder detection by varying sensing range 

by multiple sensing techniques. Here we observed that the likelihood of intruder detection is increases as a 

sensing range increases and shows better likelihood of intrude detection as compared to uniform and Gaussian 

distribution. 

 

VII. Conclusion 
In this paper we examined the likelihood of intruder detection in different network deployment 

approaches as uniform, Gaussian and cohesive. We found the results by varying sensing range under single 

sensing, multiple sensing model by keeping number of sensors, standard deviation and maximum allowable 

distance constant. Our result shows that the likelihood of intruder detection in cohesive distribution is increases 

as a larger sensing range as compared to uniform and Gaussian distribution by single and multiple sensing 

model. Hence cohesive network distribution improves the network coverage, and higher network coverage leads 

to a quicker detection of the intruder. 
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